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Adaptive Control of Robotic Manipulators with
Unified Motion Constraints
Mingming Li, Yanan Li, Member, IEEE Shuzhi Sam Ge, Fellow, IEEE Tong Heng Lee, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we present an adaptive control of
robotic manipulators with parametric uncertainties and motion
constraints. Position and velocity constraints are considered
and they are unified and converted into the constraint of the
nominal input. An adaptive neural network control is developed
to achieve trajectory tracking, while the problems of motion
constraints are addressed by considering the saturation effect of
the nominal input. The uniform boundedness of all closed-loop
signals is verified through Lyapunov analysis. Simulation and
experiment results on a 2 DOF robotic manipulator demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Index Terms—robotic manipulator; adaptive control; unified
motion constraints; input saturation; neural network approximation

I. I NTRODUCTION
N robotic applications with unstructured environments,
especially those related to human-robot interaction [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5], robots must be subject to certain motion
constraints, which typically include position and velocity
constraints. In the example of teleoperated surgical robots,
they must be maneuvered in constrained task spaces, often
through a narrow entry portal into the patient’s body [6]. In
another example of human-robot collaboration, a robot shares
a common workspace with a human, so its velocity must be
constrained within a predefined bound to guarantee the safety
of both the robot and the human. An impact test is conducted
in [7] to evaluate endangerment to human beings caused by
collision with robots moving at different velocities. Results
have shown that the head injury criterion (HIC), which is
used to quantify the injury level of human beings, significantly
increases as the impact velocity of robots becomes larger.
In the literature, research effort has been made on control
of robotic manipulators with motion constraints. A bounded
control for set-point regulation problem of robotic manipulators with joint velocity constraints is proposed in [8]. In [9], a
trajectory tracking control of robotic manipulators is achieved
on a surface with joint velocity constraints. A unified quadratic
programming formulation based dynamical system approach
is proposed in [10] to solve the joint torque optimization
problem of physically constrained redundant manipulators,
but it requires complete knowledge of the system dynamics.
In [11], [12], adaptive control of robotic manipulators with
position (output) constraints is developed by employing the
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barrier Lyapunov function (BLF), in the presence of parametric uncertainties and external disturbances. In [13], optimal
control of robotic manipulators with joint position constraints
is achieved using adaptive dynamic programming. Researches
of task space region control are proposed in [14], [15], [16]
and adaptive control of robot subject to position constraints is
achieved in [17] by defining the objective functions in the form
of a set of inequalities. However, only position constraints
are considered in the designed region control of [17] as
these objective functions (the inequalities) are constructed with
respect to only the robot’s task space positions.
Alternatively, since a robotic manipulator can be considered
as a nonlinear system subject to some physical properties [18],
nonlinear control with consideration of state constraints may
be applied [19], [20], [21]. Neural network based predictive
control is proposed in [22], [23] with system identification
implemented using historical data and off-line training while
predictive control with online estimation proposed in [24],
[25], [26] is only applicable to single-input-single-output
(SISO) system. Recently, a robust adaptive neural tracking
control with integral BLF [27] is proposed in [28] with integral
BLFs for a class of SISO strict-feedback nonlinear systems
under state constraints while in [29], adaptive control subject
to full state constraints is achieved for a more general SISO
pure-feedback nonlinear system, with simulation results on a
single-link robot. To tackle the uncertainties in multi-inputmulti-output (MIMO) systems like robots, neural networks
[30], [31] or fuzzy logic systems (FLS) [32], [33], [34] are
employed as online model-free approximators. In [35], an
adaptive fault tolerant control is derived for a class of input and
state constrained MIMO nonlinear systems, where the state
constraints are formulated as a constraint of the state vector’s
norm. Therefore, it implies that the state constraints have to
be symmetric. On the other hand, in [36], [37], prescribed
performance adaptive neural network control is developed to
constrain the error signals within a prescribed region, which
is shaped by a performance function. This method may be
extended to handle the problem of motion constraints, but it
is not straightforward to define the corresponding performance
function which is related to the tracking error and is required
to be exponentially decaying.
In this paper, an adaptive neural network control is proposed
for robotic manipulators with unknown dynamics and motion
constraints of position and velocity. This method is different
from previous methods since it is able to directly handle
various types of motion constraints that are independently and
explicitly defined. Specifically, a unified framework is established to convert motion constraints into an input saturation
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problem with uncertainties incorporated in both the nominal
control input and saturation law, which is different from the
input saturation problem in [38]. By using the GL matrix
and operator [39], an adaptive neural network approximator is
designed to address the issue of unknown system dynamics. By
Lyapunov analysis, the boundedness of all closed-loop signals
is shown to be guaranteed while the motion constraints are
not violated. Simulations and experiments are conducted to
illustrate the efficacy of the proposed method.
The remainders of this paper are organized as follows. In
Section II, the model of a robotic manipulator with motion
constraints is presented, a general method is introduced to
convert motion constraints into the saturation of the control
input, and some useful preliminaries are given. In Section III,
the adaptive control design is detailed with rigorous Lyapunov
stability analysis. Simulation and experiment results are presented in Sections IV and V to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed method, followed by some concluding remarks
in Section VI.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. Kinematics and Dynamics
The dynamics of an n degree-of-freedom (DOF) robotic
manipulator can be described as a MIMO nonlinear system as
follows [18]:
M (q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + G(q) = τ

(1)

where q ∈ Rn is the joint position, M (q) ∈ Rn×n is the inertia
matrix, C(q, q̇)q̇ ∈ Rn is the Coriolis and centrifugal force,
G(q) ∈ Rn is the gravitational force, and τ ∈ Rn is the input
joint torque. The joint space dynamics (1) are transformed into
the task space dynamics
Mη (η)η̈ + Cη (η, η̇)η̇ + Gη (η) = u

(2)

via the forward kinematics
η = Ω(q),

η̇ =

∂Ω
q̇ =: J(q)q̇
∂q

(3)

where η = [η1 , η2 , · · · , ηm ]T is a vector of task variables, Mη
is the inertia matrix, Cη is the Coriolis and centrifugal force,
Gη is the gravitational force, and u is the control input in the
task space given as
Mη
Cη

= J −T M J −1 , Gη = J −T G,
˙ −1 , u = J −T τ
= J −T (C − M J −1 J)J

(4)

For simplicity, only the non-redundant (m = n) non-singular
manipulators are considered in this paper. Let x1 (t) =
η, x2 (t) = η̇, we have the dynamics of the robotic manipulator
in the state-space form, as below

 ẋ1 = x2 ,
ẋ2 = Mη−1 (x1 )(u − Cη (x1 , x2 )x2 − Gη (x1 )),
(5)

y = x1

Note that Mη−1 (x1 ), Cη (x1 , x2 ) and Gη (x1 )) are all unknown
matrices. The control objective is to make the position of the
end-effector y(t) track the desired trajectory yd (t). In addition,
it is expected to keep all closed-loop signals bounded and
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prevent the violation of motion constraints, which will be
introduced in the following.
Assumption 1: [40] For arbitrary t > 0, there exist b1 > 0
and b2 > 0 such that kẏd (t)k ≤ b1 and kÿd (t)k ≤ b2 .
B. Motion Constraints
A motion constraint of the end-effector is a kinematic/dynamic constraint related to the variable that describes
the end-effector’s motion status. In this paper, we consider
two typical motion constraints, i.e., position and velocity
constraints.
For the robotic manipulator (5), let yi , ydi , x1i and x2i
denote the i-th element of the vectors y, yd , x1 and x2 for
i = 1, · · · , n, respectively. Motion constraints are defined as
+
−
+
p−
i ≤ yi ≤ pi , and vi ≤ ẏi ≤ vi

(6)

− +
+
for i = 1, 2, · · · , n, where p−
i , vi , pi and vi are known
constant or time-varying limits.
Remark 1: Note that the constraints investigated in this paper are given in the form of two-sided inequalities. Compared
with those considered in [28] and [35], which are described
as bounds of the absolute value/norm of a state variable,
respectively, the constraints formulated in (6) are asymmetric
and they can be assigned independently as the upper and lower
bounds of the state variable. Therefore, it can account for more
general task space constraints in practice and offer greater
flexibility during control design.
Assumption 2: The initial position and velocity of the end+
−
+
effector satisfy p−
i ≤ yi (0) ≤ pi and vi ≤ ẏi (0) ≤ vi for
i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Based on the above assumption, the two-sided inequalities
of the motion constraints are converted following the procedures below. Choose positive scalars k1i ,k2i , and k3i , and
consider the scalar y˙i regulated as
+
−k1i (yi − p−
i ) ≤ ẏi ≤ −k1i (yi − pi )

(7)

Considering the following inequalities
ẏi ≥ −k1i (yi − p−
i ) ≥0
ẏi ≤ −k1i (yi − p+
i )≤ 0

if
if

y i ≤ p−
i , and
y i ≥ p+
(8)
i

we find that yi cannot transgress the constraints when ẏi min =
+
−k1i (yi − p−
i ) and ẏi max = −k1i (yi − pi ). Similarly, we can
guarantee ẏi ∈ [ẏi min , ẏi max ] if ÿi satisfies
−k2i (ẏi − ẏi min ) ≤ ÿi ≤ −k2i (ẏi − ẏi max )

(9)

Thus, according to (5), we have
+
h−
pi ≤ ẋ2i ≤ hpi

(10)

−
+
where h−
pi = −k2i (x2i + k1i (x1i − pi )) and hpi = −k2i (x2i +
+
k1i (x1i − pi )).
Consider the velocity constraint of the end-effector defined
as vi− ≤ x2i ≤ vi+ . Similarly to the process of converting the
position constraint, we have

−k3i (x2i − vi− ) ≤ ẋ2i ≤ −k3i (x2i − vi+ )

(11)
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Thus, ẋ2i is constrained as
h−
vi
h−
vi

≤ ẋ2i ≤

−k3i (x2i −vi− )

Then, an approximation of a(Z) can be constructed as
h+
vi
h+
vi

combined as a unified constraint as below
+
h−
i ≤ ẋ2i ≤ hi
−
max{h−
pi , hvi }

h+
i

(13)
+
min{h+
pi , hvi }.

where
=
and
=
Remark 2: In this way, the position and velocity constraints
have been converted into a unified one as (13). In fact, it is
clear that one can even incorporate the robot’s acceleration
+
constraints a−
i ≤ ẋ2i ≤ ai into (13) if necessary, which
requires no change in control design as all motion constraints
are compactly represented as (13) and our control is derived
solely based on it. In addition, such a conversion process
can also be applied to constraints in the joint space when
the robotic manipulator is subject to different types of joint
limits and a joint space controller is to be designed. Comparatively, one may extend region control with the unified
objective bound in [17] to handle velocity or even acceleration
constraints by adding the corresponding inequalities of the task
space velocities and accelerations into the objective functions.
However, considering these additional constraints
with the
...
method in [17] will require the signals q̈ and q in the resulted
controller as it is derived by taking the time-derivatives of the
objective...functions. Considering the fact that the usage of q̈
or even q in control design is generally not desired due to
the difficulties in obtaining their accurate measurements [18],
the practicability of this region control method for motion
constraints investigated in this paper may be limited.
C. Preliminaries: Neural Network
It has been shown that the radial basis function neural
network (RBFNN) can approximate an arbitrary continuous
function a(Z) over a compact set ΩZ ⊂ RnZ to any accuracy
[41] as below
a(Z) = w∗T φ(Z) + eZ , ∀Z ∈ ΩZ

(14)

where Z ∈ RnZ is the input vector, w∗ ∈ Rnw are the
optimal constant weights with nw being the number of nodes, eZ ∈ R is the functional approximation error, and
φ(Z) = [φ(1) (Z), φ(2) (Z), · · · , φ(nw ) (Z)] ∈ Rnw are vectors
of Gaussian functions as below
−(Z − µ(i) )T (Z − µ(i) )
)
(15)
φ(i) (Z) = exp(
(i)2
σi
(i)

(i)

with µ being the center of the Gaussian function and σ
being the variance.
According to [42], there exist optimal weights w∗ such
that |eZ | ≤ e∗Z with e∗Z ≥ 0, which can be made arbitrary
small provided that nw is sufficiently large. Thus, the optimal
weights w∗ are defined such that eZ is minimized for all
Z ⊂ ΩZ , i.e.,
w∗ := arg min
{ sup |a(Z) − wT φ(Z)|}.
n
w∈R

w

Z⊂ΩZ

â(Z) = ŵT φ(Z)

(12)

where
=
and
= −k3i (x2i −vi+ ). Thus,
x2i will not violate the velocity constraint vi− ≤ x2i ≤ vi+ if
ẏi (0) = x2i (0) ∈ [vi− , vi+ ].
As both (10) and (12) are with respect to ẋ2 , they can be

h−
i

3

(16)

(17)

where â(Z) is the approximation of a(Z) and ŵ ∈ Rnw are
the estimates of the corresponding optimal weights w∗ defined
in (16).
By employing RBFNNs to approximate each of its element,
a matrix function A(Z) ∈ Rn1 ×n2 is approximated as Â(Z),.
Following the convention of GL matrices and GL operator for
vectors and matrices [39], the expression of Â(Z) is given as


â11 (Z) â12 (Z) · · · â1n2 (Z)
 â21 (Z) â22 (Z) · · · â2n2 (Z) 


Â(Z) =


..
..
..


.
.
···
.
= 



= 


ân1 1 (Z) ân1 2 (Z) · · · ân1 n2 (Z)
{Ŵ }T • {Φ}
T
T
T
ŵ11 φ11
ŵ12
φ12
···
ŵ1n
φ1n2
T
T
T
ŵ21 φ21
ŵ22 φ22
···
ŵ2n φ2n2
..
..
..
.
.
···
.
ŵnT 1 1 φn1 1 ŵnT 1 2 φn1 2 · · · ŵnT 1 n2 φn1 n2







where {W }, {Φ} are the GL matrices and • is the GL operator.
Remark 3: In this paper, RBF neural networks are employed
due to its capabilities of approximating any unstructured
smooth nonlinear functions to arbitrary accuracy over a compact set. In fact, one can use other online approximation
method instead, such as fuzzy logic systems [43], [44], [45],
[32]. The online approximator can be further reduced to
a regressor function by assuming that the uncertainties are
structured and are linear in parameters [46], which requires a
set of model-specific basis functions.
III. C ONTROL D ESIGN
To incorporate the constraint (13) into the actual control
input u, the state equation in (5) is rewritten as
ẋ2 = U + P (x1 , x2 )

(18)

where U = Mη−1 (x1 )u ∈ Rn is the nominal control input and
P (x1 , x2 ) = −Mη−1 (x1 )(Cη (x1 , x2 )x2 + Gη (x1 )) ∈ Rn . Let
Ui and Pi (x1 , x2 ) denote the i-th element of the vector U and
P (x1 , x2 ), respectively. In order to guarantee (13), Ui has to
be saturated as
+
h−
i − Pi (x1 , x2 ) ≤ Ui ≤ hi − Pi (x1 , x2 )

(19)

Note that both U and P (x1 , x2 ) incorporate unknown components, i.e., Mη−1 (x1 ), Cη (x1 , x2 ), and Gη (x1 ). Thus, we
construct RBFNNs to express Mη−1 and P as below
Mη−1
P

∗ T
= {WM
} • {ΦM (x1 )} + EM

(20)

= {WP∗ }T • {ΦP (x1 , x2 )} + EP

(21)

∗
where {WM
}, {WP∗ }, {ΦM (x1 )}, and {ΦP (x1 , x2 )} are GL
matrices formed by optimal neural network weight vectors
∗
WMij
∈ RnWM and WP∗ i ∈ RnWP , and basis function vectors
φMij ∈ RnWM and φP i ∈ RnWP , respectively. EM ∈ Rn×n
and EP ∈ Rn are formed by approximation errors eMij and
eP i , respectively. Let ĒM and ĒP denote the matrices formed
by ēMij and ēP i , which are the corresponding upper bounds
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of eMij and eP i used to deal with the approximation errors
later. Then, unknown matrices Mη−1 and P are estimated as
M̂η−1

=

{ŴM }T • {ΦM (x1 )}

(22)

P̂

=

{ŴP }T • {ΦP (x1 , x2 )}

(23)

4

virtual control variable. Considering system dynamics (5), the
time derivative of z1 is
ż1 = z2 + α1 − ẏd
The virtual control variable is designed as
α1 = ẏd − L1 z1

The nominal control input in (18) is estimated as
Û =

(M̂η−1

T

− δ)u = ({ŴM } • {ΦM (x1 )} − δ)u

(24)

where δ will be used later to deal with the presence of functional approximation errors EM . Similarly to (19), with the
estimated terms (23) and (24), we can obtain the constraints
of the estimated nominal control input as follows:
+
h−
i − P̂i (x1 , x2 ) ≤ Ûi ≤ hi − P̂i (x1 , x2 )

(25)

Hereinafter, we will show that the estimated weights in (23)
and (24) will exponentially converge at a rate that can be
controlled by properly choosing the design parameters. In
addition, the functional approximation errors can be made
arbitrarily small by using sufficiently large numbers of neurons
[41]. Therefore, (25) is valid to prevent the violation of motion
constraints.
Let U0 ∈ Rn and U0i denote the unsaturated nominal
control and its i-th element, respectively. From (25), the
relationship between Ûi and U0i is given as
 −
 hi − P̂i (x1 , x2 ), if U0i < h−
i − P̂i (x1 , x2 )
+
+
Ûi =
h − P̂i (x1 , x2 ), if U0i > hi − P̂i (x1 , x2 ) (26)
 i
U0i ,
otherwise

To achieve the control objective, one needs to properly design
U0 , which will be introduced later. Then, according to (24)
and (26) and taking the inverse of {ŴM }T • {ΦM (x1 )} − δ,
we have
′

T

−1

u = ({ŴM } • {ΦM (x1 )} − δ)

Û

(27)

T

Note that, in (27), the estimated term {ŴM } • {ΦM (x1 )} − δ
may be ill-conditioned or even singular. Thus, we perform
singular value decomposition [47] with this term and have
{ŴM }T • {ΦM (x1 )} − δ = Us Σs VsT

(28)

n×n

where Us and Vs ∈ R
are two orthogonal matrices, and
Σs ∈ Rn×n is a diagonal matrix formed by the singular values
σsi of the matrix {ŴM }T • {ΦM (x1 )} − δ. Then, instead of
forming the pseudoinverse of {ŴM }T • {ΦM (x1 )} − δ by
directly replacing every nonzero diagonal entries with their
+
+
reciprocals, we define Σ+
s = diag(σs1 , · · · , σsn ) where

0,
if 0 ≤ σsi < σ̄
+
=
σsi
(29)
−1
σsi
, otherwise
for i = 1, · · · , n, and σ̄ is a small positive design parameter. According to the above definition, the actual control is
obtained as below
T
u = Vs Σ+
s Us Û

(31)

(30)

Now, we proceed to develop U0 in (26) following the backstepping techniques. Firstly, we define the error variables
z1 = y − yd = x1 − yd and z2 = x2 − α1 , where α1 ∈ Rn is a

where L1 =

LT1

(32)

> 0. Substituting (32) into (31), we have
ż1 = z2 − L1 z1

(33)

According to (5), the time derivative of z2 is
ż2 = ẋ2 − α̇1 = U + P (x1 , x2 ) − α̇1

(34)

where α̇1 = ÿd − L1 ż1 . To analyze the saturation effect of the
estimated nominal control (26), the following auxiliary design
system is given
(
|z T L ∆Û|+0.5∆Û T ∆Û
ξ+∆Û , kξk ≥ χ
−L21 ξ− 2 2 kξk2
(35)
ξ˙ =
0,
kξk < χ
where ∆Û = Û − U0 , L2 = diag(l21 , · · · , l2n ) = LT2 > 0,
L21 = LT21 > 0, χ is a small positive design parameter, and
ξ ∈ Rn is the state of the auxiliary design system. Let L20 =
LT20 > 0, the unsaturated nominal control U0 is given as
U0 =

−1
−L−1
2 z1 − L2 L20 (z2 − ξ)
T
−{ŴP } • {ΦP (x1 , x2 )} + α̇1

(36)

The term δ and the update laws for vectors ŴP i , ŴMij in
GL matrices {ŴP }, {ŴM } are designed as:
δij
˙
ŴP i
˙
ŴMij

= −sgn(z2i l2i uj )sij

(37)

= Λi (φP i (x1 , x2 )z2i l2i − βi ŴP i )

(38)

= Γij (φMij (x1 )uj z2i l2i − γij ŴMij )

(39)

where sgn(·) is the sign function, sij is a constant gain that
satisfies sij ≥ ēMij , Λi ∈ RnWP ×nWP , Λi = ΛTi > 0, Γij ∈
RnWM ×nWM , Γij = ΓTij > 0, and βi , γij > 0.
Remark 4: [48] If the use of the discontinuous sign function
sgn(z2i l2i uj ) in (37) is undesired, an alternative δ can be
chosen as δij = −s0ij f (z2i l2i uj ), where s0ij is a positive
constant and f (z2i l2i uj ) is a continuous odd function of
T
zP
2i l2i uP
j . In such a case, it is clear that z2 L2 (EM u + δu) ≤
n
n
i=1
j=1 |z2i l2i uj |(eMij − s0ij f (z2i l2i uj )) ≤ 0 for all
z2i l2i uj outside the region
Ω0 = {z2i l2 uj |sgn(z2i l2i uj )f (z2i l2i uj ) <

ēMij
}
s0ij

which can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the value
of the design constant s0ij .
Theorem 1: Consider the robotic manipulator (5) satisfying
Assumptions 1-2, with the actual control input (30) and neural
network weight update laws (38) and (39). For bounded initial
conditions, the closed-loop signals z1 , z2 , ξ, {W̃M } and {W̃P }
are uniformly bounded. In addition, the tracking error z1
remains within the compact set Ωz1 and it will eventually and
exponentially converge to the steady state compact set Ωs to
be defined in the following proof. Finally, motion constraints
(6) are not violated.
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Proof 1: Consider a Lyapunov function candidate
V∗ =

1 T
1
1
z z1 + ξ T ξ + z2T L2 z2
2 1
2
2

Based on the facts

= −z1T L1 z1 + z1T z2 − ξ T L21 ξ − 12 ∆Û T ∆Û + ξ T ∆Û
(41)
−|z2T L2 ∆Û | + z2T L2 (U + P (x1 , x2 ) − α˙1 )

≤ −z1TL1 z1 + z1T z2 − ξ T (L21 − 12 I)ξ
−|z2T L2 ∆Û | + z2T L2 (U + P (x1 , x2 ) − α˙1 )

V̇

(42)

−z1T L1 z1 + z1T z2 − ξ T (L21 − 21 I)ξ
+z2T L2 (U0 + U − Û + P (x1 , x2 ) − α˙1 )
−z1TL1 z1 − ξ T (L21 − 21 I)ξ − z2T L20 (z2 − ξ)
+z2TL2 EP − z2T L2 {W̃P }T • {ΦP (x1 , x2 )}
+z2TL2 (U − Û )

(43)

ρ

ζ
(44)

(45)

∗
where {W̃M } = {ŴM } − {WM
}. Substituting (37) into
T
the
term
z
L
(E
u
+
δu),
we
have
z2T L2 (EM u + δu) ≤
2
M
2
Pn Pn
i=1
j=1 |z2i l2i uj |(eMij − sgn(z2i l2i uj )sij ) ≤ 0.
Through the above mathematical manipulations, we have

V̇ ∗ ≤

−z1TL1 z1 − ξ T (L21 − 12 I)ξ − z2T L20 (z2 − ξ)
+z2TL2 EP − z2T L2 {W̃P }T • {ΦP (x1 , x2 )}
−z2TL2 {W̃M }T • {Φ(x1 )}u

(46)

To investigate the convergence of the error signals {W̃P } and
{W̃M }, the augmented Lyapunov function candidate is given
as
n

V

n

n

(47)

≤

z2T L2 EP

≤

1 T
1
σz2 z2 + σ −1 ξ T LT20 L20 ξ
2
2
1 T
1
z z2 + kL2 EP k2
2 2
2

(48)
(49)

where σ > 0. Considering (48), (49) and the update laws (38),
(39), we have
V̇

(52)

n
X
βi

2

kWP∗ i k2 +

i=n j=n
X γij
X
i=1 j=1

2

∗
kWMij
k2

≤ −ρV + ζ
(53)
−1
= min 2λmin (L1 ), 2λmin (L̄21 ), 2λmin (L̄20 L2 ),

γij
βi
(54)
min(
−1 ), min(
−1 )
λmax (Λi )
λmax (Γij )
n
n X
n
X
X
βi
γij
1
∗ 2
∗
=
kWP i k +
kWMij
k2+ kL2 EP k2
2
2
2
i=1
i=1 j=1

with L̄20 = L20 − (0.5σ + 0.5)I and L̄21 = L21 − 0.5I −
0.5σ −1 LT20 L20 . To ensure ρ > 0, the design parameters βi >
0, γij > 0, σ > 0, L2 = LT2 > 0, L20 = LT20 > 0 and L21 =
LT21 > 0 are to satisfy the following conditions
λmin (L1 ) > 0, λmin (L̄21 ) > 0, λmin (L̄20 ) > 0

(56)

According to Lemma 1.2 i) in [49], (53) indicates that all the
closed-loop signals z1 , z2 , ξ, {W̃M } and {W̃P } are uniformly bounded. Particularly, the tracking error z1 is uniformly
bounded by a compact set Ωz1 derived as follows:
Multiplying (53) by eρt yields
d
(V (t)eρt ) ≤ ζeρt .
dt
By integrating (57) over [0, t], we obtain
ζ  −ρt ζ
e
+
ρ
ρ

From (58), it is easy to find that
ζ
ζ
ζ
0 ≤ V (t) ≤ V (0) − e−ρt + ≤ V (0) + .
ρ
ρ
ρ

(57)

(58)

(59)

According to (47), we have 21 z1T z1 ≤ V (t). Thus,

It is easy to find that
z2T L20 ξ

(51)

≤ −z1T L1 z1 − ξ T (L21 − 0.5I − 0.5σ −1 LT20 L20 )ξ
1
−z2T (L20 − (0.5σ + 0.5)I)z2 + kL2 EP k2
2
n
i=n j=n
X
X γij
X
βi
−
kW̃P i k2 −
kW̃Mij k2
2
2
i=1
i=1 j=1

0 ≤ V (t) ≤ V (0) −

1 X T −1
= V +
W̃ Λ W̃P i
2 i=1 P i i
∗

1 XX T
W̃
Γ−1 W̃Mij
+
2 i=1 j=1 Mij ij

1
1
kW̃P i k2 − kWP∗ i k2
2
2
1
1
∗
kW̃Mij k2 − kWMij
k2
2
2

(55)

where {W̃P } = {ŴP } − {WP∗ }. Consider
U − Û = −{W̃M }T • {ΦM (x1 )}u + (EM u + δu)

≥

i=1

Substituting (36) into (43), we have
V̇ ∗ ≤

T
W̃Mij
ŴMij

+

where I denotes the identity matrix with a proper dimension.
As U = Û + U − Û = U0 + ∆Û + U − Û , we obtain
V̇ ∗ ≤

≥

we obtain

As − 21 ∆Û T ∆Û + ξ T ∆Û ≤ 21 ξ T ξ, we have
V̇

W̃PT i ŴP i

(40)

In the following derivations, let us first consider the case when
kξk ≥ χ in (35) while the other condition kξk < χ will be
discussed later. Invoking (33) to (35), we have
V̇

5

≤ −z1T L1 z1 − ξ T (L21 − 0.5I − 0.5σ −1 LT20 L20 )ξ
Pn
−z2T(L20 − (0.5σ + 0.5)I)z2 − i=1 βi W̃PT i ŴP i (50)
Pi=n Pj=n
1
2
T
− i=1
j=1 γij W̃Mij ŴMij + 2 kL2 EP k

ζ
kz1 (t)k2 ≤ 2(V (0) + ).
ρ

(60)

Hence, the tracking error z1 is uniformly bounded by the
compact set
s
ζ
(61)
Ωz1 = {z1 (t)|kz1 (t)k ≤ 2(V (0) + )}
ρ
In addition, according to (59) and Lemma 1.2 ii) in [49],
we can see that z1 is uniformly ultimately bounded and it
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exponentially converges to the following steady state compact
set
s
2ζ
}
(62)
Ωs = {x(t)| lim kz1 (t)k =
t→∞
ρ
From (54) and (55), the size of Ωs can be reduced to be
sufficiently small by designing ρ such that it is large enough.
In addition, from (58), the convergence speed of z1 can also
be boosted with a large ρ. In other words, the robot’s endeffector can be kept inside the constrained region at steady
state by simply designing ρ that is large enough.
Remark 5: The state ξ in the auxiliary design system (35)
indicates whether there exists saturation of the nominal input.
In particular, kξk ≥ χ means that there exists saturation of
U0 , which has been considered in the above stability analysis.
If there is no saturation, we have kξk < χ and ∆Û = 0, i.e.,
Û = U0 , and thus the nominal input is bounded. Therefore,
following (40) to (55), it is easy to show that Theorem 1 is
still valid [38].
Remark 6: To guarantee that the approximation property of
RBFNNs (20) and (21) holds, their inputs have to be in the
corresponding compact sets, i.e., x1 ∈ Ωx1 and [xT1 , xT2 ]T ∈
Ωx1 ,x2 , respectively. From Theorem 1 and Proof 1, it is clear
that the ultimate bound of z1 can be made arbitrarily small
by properly choosing the parameters such as L1 and L20 .
Therefore, x1 and [xT1 , xT2 ]T can be guaranteed to be in the
corresponding compact sets.
Remark 7: In Theorem 1,the designed unsaturated nominal
control U0 and the corresponding weight update laws (38) and
(39) lead to the Uniformly Ultimate Boundedness (UUB) of
the tracking error z1 . It is shown in Proof 1 that this ultimate
bounds can be made arbitrarily small by increasing ρ. It is
worth mentioning that the asymptotic convergence result of
z1 can also be obtained within our control design framework.
To do this, we can simply add a term −sgn(z2 )z2 L2 Ēp to U0
in (36) to cancel the effects of the NN approximation error EP
in Lyapunov analysis (46) and choose γij = βi = 0. In this
way, it is clear that V̇ ≤ 0 and V̇ < 0 for all z1 6= 0. However,
this result comes at a cost of possible chattering in the system
due to usage of the discontinuous sign function.
Remark 8: The proposed method is motivated by controlling
a robotic manipulator with motion constraints, but it is also
applicable to other systems which are affine in control, e.g.,
ocean vessels [50].
IV. S IMULATION
In this section, we simulate a 2-DOFs robotic manipulator
moving in a horizontal plane under different types of motion
constraints. The following general simulation scenarios can
reflect a variety of new robotic applications such as robotic
tool use [51] and human-robot physical collaboration [52], especially in unstructured environments where asymmetric, timevarying and task-dependent motions constraints are usually
required to guarantee the safety of operations. The dynamic
model of the robotic manipulator is given by Eq. (63) and
values of the parameters are given in Table I.
The initial positions of the end-effector are given as q(0) =
[− 21 π, 12 π]T . The desired trajectory is a circular path in the
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE ROBOTIC MANIPULATOR
Parameter
m1
m2
l1 = 2lc1
l2 = 2lc2
I1
I2

Description
Mass of link 1
Mass of link 2
Length of link 1
Length of link 2
Moment of inertia of link 1
Moment of inertia of link 2

Value
1.1510kg
0.5755kg
0.31m
0.34m
0.3kgm2
0.3kgm2

task space, which is described by yd1 (t) = 0.5 cos(0.5t) and
yd2 (t) = 0.5 sin(0.5t). To quantify and evaluate the tracking
performance, the tracking error is defined as ei = |yi − ydi |
for i = 1, 2. Motion constraints of the robotic manipulator are
defined as −0.6 ≤ y1 ≤ 0.6, −0.6 ≤ y2 ≤ 0.6, −0.4 ≤ ẏ1 ≤
0.4 and −0.4 ≤ ẏ2 ≤ 0.4.
The design parameters are chosen as k1 = [1000, 1000]T,
k2 = [100, 100]T, k3 = [104 , 104 ]T , L1 = diag[5, 7], L20 =
diag[500, 500], L21 = diag[1000, 1000], L2 = diag[1, 2],
σ = 200, χ = 0.001, si,j = 0.001 for i, j = 1, 2,
ξ(0) = [0.001, 0.001]T and σ̄ = 10−10 . For the RBFNNs (22)
and (23), the number of nodes nwM = nwP = 27 = 128.
Γi,j = Λi = 0.01 × I128×128 and βi = γi,j = 0.1 for
i, j = 1, 2. The centers of the radial basis functions are
evenly distributed in [−1, 1] and their variance is set to be
1. The initial weights are wM11 = 0.3 × [1, 1, · · · , 1]T ∈ R128
and wM12 = wM21 = wM22 = wP 1 = wP 2 = 0.1 ×
[1, 1, · · · , 1]T ∈ R128 .
A guideline for choosing the above parameters are given as
follows: as the parameters k1 , k2 , k3 are used when converting
a motion constraint into the constraint of its derivative in
(9), (11) and (12), they should be sufficiently large so that
the converted motion constraints are hard enough and the
resulted constrained region will not be over-conservative. The
diagonal matrices L1 , L20 , L2 are gains for the signals z1
and z2 used in the standard back-stepping control design
procedure. Generally, L1 and L20 should be tuned according
to the position and velocity errors, respectively and L2 is a
global scaling factor for these two gains. L21 is a gain for the
auxiliary signal designed to handle the saturation effects of
the nominal input signals, which generally gives satisfactory
results with the default values. As mentioned in Proof 1,
all these gains should be properly chosen such that (56) is
satisfied. On the other hand, parameters σ, s, χ, σ̄ are used for
stability analysis and there is generally no need for tuning
them. As for the learning rates Λ, Γ, λ, γ, they should be
chosen to be large enough to achieve fast and stable online
learning. More instructions on designing adaptive RBFNNs
can be found in [39] and other related papers.
To investigate the efficacy of the proposed method, comparative simulation studies are conducted on its transient
responses with and without motion constraints and the results
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Note that the adaptive control
without motion constraints in Fig. 2 is also implemented with
the proposed method, where position and velocity constraints
are defined with infinite values.
Figure 1 shows that, under the proposed control, the endeffector of the robot successfully tracks the desired trajectory
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M (q) =



2
2
m1 lc1
+ m2 (l12 + lc2
+ 2l1 lc2 cos q2 ) + I1 + I2
2
m2 (lc2 + l1 lc2 cos q2 ) + I2

C(q, q̇) =



−m2 l1 lc2 q̇2 sin q2
m2 l1 lc2 q̇1 sin q2

2
m2 (lc2
+ l1 lc2 cos q2 ) + I2
2
m2 lc2
+ I2

−m2 l1 lc2 (q˙1 + q̇2 ) sin q2
0

while not violating the motion constraints. During the transient
response, the position and velocity of the end-effector are perfectly limited within the constrained region marked by the pink
dash-dotted lines. More specifically, in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), we
can observe that the end-effector’s velocity stops increasing
when it reaches the boundary of the constrained region. This
demonstrates that the proposed control can effectively prevent
the violation of motion constraints.
0.6
0.4
0.2

y1
yd1

0
-0.2

0.5

-0.6

0.4

0.5

1

1.5
time (s)

2

,

, G(q) = 0

(63)

0.6

-0.4

0





the velocities of the end-effector rise to a much higher level
compared to those in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) as the system driven
by the designed control tries to track the desired trajectory as
soon as possible.
From this comparison, we show that motion constraints
can be incorporated into our control design without causing
any degradation to the tracking performance. In addition, for
applications where the overshoot of position and/or velocity
in the transient response is undesired, the proposed control
provides an explicit and direct way to address this problem by
adding some reasonable motion constraints into consideration.
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Fig. 1. Robot’s transient response with motion constraints

A more illustrative demonstration of the efficacy of the
proposed method can be obtained by comparing above results
with those in Fig. 2, where no motion constraint is imposed
and the simulated situation is reduced to a standard adaptive
tracking control problem. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the
end-effector also successfully tracks the desired trajectory
quickly. However, since no motion constraint is considered,

-0.2
0

0.5

1

1.5
time (s)

2

2.5

3

(d) ẏ2 and ẏd2
Fig. 2. Robot’s transient response without motion constraints

To further investigate the efficacy of the proposed control,
we consider another simulation where the motion constraints
are asymmetric and time-varying. Specifically, we require
−0.6 − 0.2 cos(t) ≤ y1 (t) ≤ 0.6 − 0.2 sin(t), −0.6 −
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0.2 cos(t) ≤ y2 (t) ≤ 0.6 − 0.2 sin(t), −0.5 − 0.1 cos(t) ≤
ẏ1 (t) ≤ 0.5 − 0.1 sin(t) and −0.5 − 0.1 cos(t) ≤ ẏ2 (t) ≤
0.5 − 0.1 sin(t). The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3
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Fig. 4. The 2-DOF planar robotic manipulator
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V. E XPERIMENT
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50
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0
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k2 and k3 result in harder motion constraints, i.e., the position/velocity will get nearer to or even stay at the boundaries
of the constrained region when it is to escape this region.
However, a larger control input is required to keep it at
the boundary, as shown in Fig. 3(e), and mild chattering in
the control input may appear. Therefore, a trade-off between
tracking performance at the boundaries of the constrained
region and control effort needs to be considered.

2

2.5

3

time (s)

(e) Control input u
Fig. 3. Robot’s transient response with time-varying asymmetric motion
constraints

From Fig. 3, we can observe that excellent tracking performance can still be achieved with the same configuration of
control parameters when the motion constraints have varied
significantly. Both of the time-varying asymmetric position
and velocity constraints (marked by the pink dash-dotted
curves) are not violated even when the constrained regions
are shrinking at the beginning of the transient response. These
results show the efficacy of the proposed method in handling
time-varying motion constraints, which corresponds to the
cases when motion constraints are a function of time, the
robot’s state or its operation environment.
It is worth mentioning that larger design parameters k1 ,

In this section, the proposed method is further examined
through an experiment, which is conducted on a 2-DOF planar
robotic manipulator as shown in Fig. 4. The robot is composed
of 2 MAXON motors with two MAXON EPOS2 70/10 dual
loop controllers. The links of the robot are of lengths l1 =
0.14m and l2 = 0.15m. A desktop PC is used to process the
collected data and implement the proposed method.
The initial joint position of the robot is q(0) = [0, π2 ]T
and the desired trajectory of the end-effector is yd (t) =
[0.24 cos(0.05πt + π6 ), 0.24 sin(0.05πt + π6 )]T for t ∈ [0, 4]s.
The motion constraints are defined as −0.245 ≤ y1 ≤
0.245, −0.245 ≤ y2 ≤ 0.245, −0.1 ≤ ẏ1 ≤ 0.1 and
−0.05 ≤ ẏ2 ≤ 0.05.
The design parameters are chosen as k1 = [1, 30]T,
k2 = [0.05, 1]T, k3 = [1, 1]T , L1 = diag(30, 30), L20 =
diag(130, 12), L21 = diag(500, 500), L2 = diag(2.5, 0.4),
σ = 20, χ = 0.001, si,j = 0.001 for i, j = 1, 2,
ξ(0) = [0.001, 0.001]T and σ̄ = 10−10 . For the RBFNNs
(22) and (23), the number of nodes nWM = nWP = 27 =
128. The centers of the radial basis functions are evenly
distributed in [−1, 1] and their variance is set to be 1. Λi =
0.1I128×128 , βi = 0.1, Γ1,1 = Γ1,2 = Γ2,1 = 0.05I128×128 ,
Γ2,2 = 0.005I128×128 , and γi,j = 0.01 for i, j = 1, 2. The
initial weights are WM11 = 0.6 × [1, 1, · · · , 1]T ∈ R128 ,
WM12 = WM21 = WM22 = −0.1 × [1, 1, · · · , 1]T ∈ R128 ,
and WP 1 = WP 2 = 0.1 × [1, 1, · · · , 1]T ∈ R128 .
The transient response of the robot is shown in Fig. 5.
As shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), the end-effector is able to
track the desired trajectory in about 3.5 seconds and position
constraints (marked by pink dash-dotted lines) are constantly
satisfied. From Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), we can see that the velocity
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(b) y2 and yd2
0.3
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VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the control of a robotic
manipulator with parametric uncertainties and two types of
motion constraints. A framework has been proposed to convert
motion constraints of different types into a unified constraint
of the nominal input, based on which an adaptive neural
network control has been developed. The efficacy of the
proposed method has been demonstrated through simulation
and experiment studies.
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of the end-effector is successfully limited within the prescribed
constrained region. For the comparison purpose, we consider
another experiment without velocity constraints. As a result,
a larger velocity appears in the beginning of the transient
response, as also shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), due to the fact
that the control tries to drive the end-effector to the desired
position as fast as possible. These results are in accordance to
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which is because they are obtained by differentiating the
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applications.
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